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Atom-probe tomography has successfully mapped three-dimensional !3D" dopant atom distributions
in nanoscale volumes of Si subjected to various processing procedures. The 3D evolution of
dopants, specifically effects such as dopant clustering and grain-boundary segregation, were
analyzed in implanted polycrystalline Si gate contacts and implanted shallow junctions. A cluster of
dimensions 2!7!8 nm3 and containing 264 B atoms, was identified at the intersection of three
poly-Si grains, verifying that annealing highly overdoped thin poly-Si layers does not facilitate
uniformly doped and highly conductive gate contact layers. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
#DOI: 10.1063/1.2005368$

The downsizing of Si devices continues to drive ad-
vances in the electronics industry. Next generation nanode-
vices require novel diagnostic techniques in order to monitor
the effects of macroprocessing on the nanoscale microstruc-
ture, to correlate the discovery of new nanoscale phenomena
to macrorecorded events, and to understand how local non-
uniformities of atomic distributions relate to electrical per-
formance. It is increasingly apparent that this requires a
three-dimensional !3D" microscopy technique that provides
the location and elemental identity of atoms within a nano-
structure. A practical 3D atomic mapping instrument should
accurately measure, analyze, and display the composition of
volumes of semiconducting materials that range in scale
from 1 to 100 nm.

An area of specific interest is the mapping of dopant
atoms in Si. Great strides have been made to meet these
needs via transmission electron microscopy !TEM" !Refs. 1
and 2". While TEM provides critical information regarding
the physical composition of nanostructures, the most ad-
vanced electron microscopes have difficulty providing the
volumetric dopant mapping desired by the semiconductor
community. Alternatively, nano-secondory-ion-mass specto-
rocopy!sims" instruments using liquid metal ion sources may
provide %50 nm lateral resolution, but this is still too coarse
for quantitative analysis of nanostructures.3

A combination of recent innovations in instrumentation
technology and specimen preparation—primarily enabled by
the use of a “local electrode”—has transformed the tradi-
tional atom probe into a tool that provides such a
capability.4,5 Recent experiments demonstrate that atom
probing with a local electrode provides a %100 nm-diam
field of view and collection rates of 1 nm/min for a 100-nm-
diam analysis region. This article describes several new
experimental measurements that illustrate the powerful
capabilities of this new nanoimaging technique in monitoring
dopant distributions in shallow implanted wafers and in
implanted poly-Si wafers which contain significant grain
structure.

Samples for analysis are formed into atom-probe speci-
mens by etching an array of tall !"80 #m" , %5 #m-diam
posts out of the Si surface, !Fig. 1". The posts are sharpened
with a focused ion beam !FIB" to a radius of curvature at the
apex of 50–100 nm Ref. 6. A capping material such as Pt,
Au, or Ni is deposited on the specimen surface to protect it
from Ga damage during the sharpening process. The capping
layer may be left in place during analysis or removed prior to
analysis via field ion milling. If the cap is not removed by
field ion milling, it is removed as part of the analysis, creat-
ing an atomic map of both the cap material and the Ga-
damaged regions within the cap. This enables one to analyze
the extent of Ga penetration to ensure that the region of
interest, e.g., the Si surface, is not affected by the specimen
preparation process.

The effectiveness of atom-probe microscopy at charac-
terizing ultrashallow junctions was evaluated by analyzing a
6-keV, 1015/cm2 As implant in Si. The sample was annealed
at 1050 °C for 30 s in a N2 ambient whose background oxy-
gen concentration was maintained at 100 ppm. Figure 2 dis-
plays a 3D map of As implanted dopants in Si. The As atoms
are shown as large spheres and the Si atoms as points. To
improve visual clarity, only 0.2% of the Si atoms are shown.
The region selected for analysis is a cylinder 50 nm in diam-
eter and 200 nm in depth. A one-dimentional!1D" composi-
tional profile was created by slicing the 3D atom probe data
into 1-nm sections along the z direction. For comparison, a
PHI quadrupole SIMS !5 keVCs+" analysis on an adjacent
region of the sample was performed. Figure 3 displays the
comparative profiles. The noise floor for this particular atom-

a"Electronic mail : kthompson@imago.com FIG. 1. SEM image of a Si microtip coupon.
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probe data set is apparent at %3!18/cm3. The integrated
dose was 8.82!1014/cm2 and 9.2!1014/cm2 for SIMS and
atom-probe analysis, respectively.

While the SIMS and atom-probe analysis compare favor-
ably, distinct differences exist between the two techniques.
The SIMS analysis was sensitive to As and Si ions. Atom-
probe tomography is sensitive to any field-evaporated ion
species with a mass-to-charge state ratio between 1 and 200
amu. The spot size for SIMS analysis is typically 50 #m in
diameter, with atomic concentrations averaged over this re-
gion. The field of view for atom-probe analysis is typically
50–100 nm in diameter, with precision location of individual
atomic species in all three dimensions. This enables accurate
analysis of site-specific nanostructures and distinguishes
physical variations in dopant distribution. This discrimina-
tion is apparent in the variance in the 1D concentration col-
lected by the atom probe shown by the error bars in Fig. 3.
While the SIMS profile is smooth, the atom-probe data dem-
onstrate the natural counting-statistical variance, in this case
approximately 32%, in dopant atoms in the z direction of the
specimen.

The gate region of Si CMOS transistors is where the
switching control action takes place. Nanoelectronic Si tran-
sistor gate regions consist of a thin !several nm" gate dielec-
tric film deposited onto the Si. The conductive gate contact is

then fashioned by depositing a polycrystalline silicon !poly-
Si" film on top of the gate dielectric, and heavily doping the
poly-Si with 11B. To increase its conductivity, the poly-Si is
typically doped well beyond the dopant solubility limit; this
results in a large concentration of inactive dopants in order to
maximize the number of electrically active dopant atoms.
The wafer is then heated to activate the dopants and to
achieve a uniform dopant distribution throughout the poly-
Si. Historically, the uniformity of the dopant distribution was
measured using SIMS analysis. This analysis provides dop-
ant profiling in the depth or “z” direction only, with no in-
formation regarding the dopant distribution in the lateral or “
x!y” dimensions. Poly-Si layers, however, necessarily pos-
sess a grain structure, and preferential dopant diffusion to
and along the grain boundaries, instead of diffusion into the
grain interiors, is a reasonable expectation. Furthermore,
highly overdoping a material often results in the formation of
dopant clusters.

Figure 4 shows a plan-view image of a heavily doped
poly-Si gate structure. In this figure, B atoms are shown as
black spheres and the Si atoms are not shown. It is immedi-
ately clear that the dopant atoms are not uniformly distrib-
uted. The data imply that the B has segregated to the grain
boundaries, decorating them and making them easily recog-
nizable. Clustering clearly occurs, with a large dopant cluster
evident where three grain boundaries meet at the bottom left
section of Fig. 4. The existence of clustering at the intersec-
tion of grain boundaries implies that rapid diffusion of dop-
ants down grain boundaries leads to systematic cluster for-
mation at the intersection of multiple grains. A second
possibility is that dopants diffuse through the bulk of the
grain and segregate at the intersection of grains independent
of grain-boundary diffusion. The calculated root-mean-
squared diffusion of B in poly-si !&6Dt where D is diffusiv-
ity and t is time" for this example is approximately 22 nm.
Because this is on the order of the average grain size of 25
nm, it is not possible to decisively select one mechanism
over the other. In any event, this represents a potential chal-
lenge for the utilization of heavily doped poly-Si material in
ever-smaller gate structures. Regardless of the uniformity of
the ion implantation process, grain-boundary diffusion al-

FIG. 2. !Color online" An atomic map of As !large spheres" implanted into
Si !red dots". Only 0.2% of the Si atoms are shown for visualization clarity.

FIG. 3. A comparison of 1D As composition profiles obtained from 3D
LEAP and SIMS analysis.

FIG. 4. A 3D atomic map showing the boron !black spheres" distribution in
a heavily doped poly-Si structure. For clarity, the Si atoms are not shown.
The cluster under investigation is in the bottom left corner and is demarked
by the lateral 1D composition profile markers.
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most certainly results in large accumulations of dopants at
the intersection of multiple grains.

To further examine the dopant cluster, 1D composition
profiles were constructed from the 3D atomic map. These 1D
profiles, Fig. 5, were created in all three directions of inter-
est: !1" normal to the X!Y plane, or in the “z direction” to
gain depth profiling; !2" as a chord normal to the X!Z plane;
and !3" as a chord normal to the Y !Z direction. The X!Z
and Y !Z chords are indicated in Fig. 4. The Z profiling was
done through the cluster region and in the bulk region of the
largest grain.

The bulk profile shows a B concentration of %2
!1020/cm3 and excellent dopant uniformity through the
depth of the poly-Si. In contrast, the 1D profiles through the
cluster region, both longitudinal and lateral, demonstrate the
localized nonuniformity in dopant distribution. The
z-direction profile in the cluster region shows that the cluster
is approximately 2 nm in depth, and the 1D profiles inter-
secting the cluster region parallel to the X!Y plane show that
the cluster is %8 nm and %7 nm long in the Y !Z and X
!Z planes, respectively. There are 264 B atoms captured
within the cluster, amounting to an approximate dopant con-
centration of 3!1021/cm3 in this volume. While the atom
probe cannot determine the electrical activity of each dopant
it is likely that the majority of dopants in the cluster are
inactive.

The utilization of a local electrode has transformed the
traditional 3D atom probe into an effective diagnostic for
doped-Si nanostructures. An atom probe that utilizes a local
electrode geometry is capable of analyzing large volumes of
Si relative to the nanostructure of interest. The traditional
dopant species are resolved and mapped independent of mass
or electrical activity. This microscopy capability provides a
powerful new tool to investigate Si nanodevices. It is antici-
pated that the continued application of 3D local electrode
atom probe diagnostics for the study of Si devices on the
nanoscale will accelerate the development of advanced na-
noelectronic devices.
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FIG. 5. !a" Longitudinal 1D composition profiles in the “z-direction” for the
!a" bulk-Si region and for the cluster region. !b" Lateral 1D composition
profiles through the cluster region along the !c" X!Z and !d" Y !Z planes.
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